Pitch diversity in alpha-helical coiled coils.
Two complementary methods for measuring local pitch based on heptad position in alpha-helical coiled coils are described and applied to six crystal structures. The results reveal a diversity of pitch values: two-stranded coiled coils appear to have pitch values near 150 A; the values for three- and four-stranded coiled coils range closer to 200 A. The methods also provide a rapid and sensitive gauge of local coiled-coil conformation. Polar or charged residues in the apolar interface between coiled-coil helices markedly affect local pitch values, suggesting a connection between pitch uniformity and coiled-coil stability. Moreover, the identification of a skip residue (heptad frame shift) in the hemagglutinin glycoprotein of influenza virus (HA) allows interpretation of local pitch changes. These results on relatively short coiled-coil structures have relevance for the much longer fibrous proteins (many of which have skip residues) whose detailed structures are not yet established. We also show that local pitch values from molecular dynamics predictions of the GCN4 leucine zipper are in striking agreement with the high-resolution crystal structure--a result not readily discerned by direct comparison of atomic coordinates. Taken together, these methods reveal specific aspects of coiled-coil structure which may escape detection by global analyses of pitch.